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INTRODUCTION 

This production log will serve as a comprehensice 
record and also an evaluation of the entire work 
generated over the 12-week duration of the semster 
within this module. Additionally, it will encircle all the 
contributions made for community partner during 
the 12 week period. As the semster went on I have 
documented notes, communcations, meetings, editing 
procedures and time management. This production logs 
aims to highlight the reasoning behind every decison 
undertaken throughout the entirety of hte creative 
process.

This module is called MED 526 “Interactivity for Social 
Enterprise”. This module provided us as the students 
to collaboarate with a community partner with the 
focus on crafting a creative brief and generating 
the content aligned with the community partner’s 
needs. Throughout this module, I’ve had the privielge 
of working within a team which was then guided by 
Adrian Hickey and Claire Mulrone, to collboratively 
design and create content for the community 
partner.
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THE PROJECT

We were given many different community partners to 
chose from but the team and I ended up picking NI 
Sport Forum. We discussed it during class and decided 
the would be the best suited coummunity partner for us.

NI sports forum was also the most desired coummunity 
partner with the rest of the groups but we got selected 
for it in the end.
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WHY NI SPORTS FORUM?

So why did we pick NI Sports Forum? 

We picked NI Sports Forum because after reading 
the “Project Specification” it seemed like similar work 
prevoiusly during our placement year. 

So why did we pick NI Sports Forum? 

Another reason why we chose NI sports forum is that 
after we seen the “skills required” section we noticed 
straight away that these skills required is something we 
all have experienced working with either in placement 
or during University in previous years.
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After concluding a one-year placement visit 
with Ann’s social media department, I was 
actively contributing and pushing out social 
media campaigns. Through this valuable 
experience I have found that I have an heavy 
interest in the skills I picked up and been 
able to develop these skills in photography, 
videography, video editing and more.

COMMUNITY 

MISSON

“I love the creative side of things, so I knew that 
creating social media templates would be fitting 
for me. After completing a placement year in 
a Radio Station I have gained a strong set of 
skills when it comes to editing audio and videos 
together”.

“While working in the sporting industry as a 
Coummnications Executive Officer, I realised 
that my forte lies in photography, film and 
graphic design. I take the pleasure in combining 
these to create a production which promotes 
the community partner in line with the objectives 
of Project Social”. 
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COMMUNITY 
PARTNER

Basketball NI was initially founded in 1955 under the name 
Ulster Basketball Association, participating within the Irish 
Basketball Association. The primary purpose of Basketball NI is 
to advance and provide the game of basketball and physical 
recreation, contributing to enhanced physical and mental 
well-being in Northern Ireland

INTRODUCTION

“Basketball NI aimes to grow the game in all its 
forms, support a passionate basketball community 
and provide a pathway for every person to have a 
postive life-long realationship with our sport”

MISSON
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FIRST
IMPRESSIONS

FIRST MEETING

After the selection process was done and we knew who our 
community partner it was time to sort out the first inital meeting 
with our community partner. Claire sent an email to the 
community partner with the team’s availability but after a few 
days we got no response from the community partner and this 
slowly reduced our timeframe. 

A week had went past and then we got a message notifiying 
us that our meeting will take place on the 12th October. Before 
the meeting took place we took the time to research our 
communuity partner and also create a benchmarking process 
we can show the community partner at the meeting. 

FIRST
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IMPRESSIONS
FIRST

IMPRESSIONS

Before the day of our meeting, the team and myself sat down 
and discussed what we wanted to ask the community partner 
during our first meeting so we can get a clear picture of what 
they were looking for.
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Our first meeting with the community partner Richard went 
well. We briefly introduced ourselves and what exactly Project 
Social was about. Richard then proceeded to explain what the 
NI sports forum was and how it was an umbrella organization 
for different sporting associations and also clubs.

FIRST MEETING

FIRST
IMPRESSIONS

During the meeting Sarah.G asked if there was preference of 
sports they wanted us to target specifically, Richard started 
mention some of the sports but highlighted there was couple 
new associations within their basketball league.

Richard mentioned this would be a suited sport for us to do 
promotional work for as they have couple of thier basketball 
teams which needed more exposure within thier communities.
However this wasn’t fully confirmed as RicWhard needed to 
go the clubs and confirm with them before he gives us the go 
ahead.

1.

2.

3.

FIRST
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IMPRESSIONS
FIRST

IMPRESSIONS

UPDATE FROM FIRST MEETING

The next day we got a message on basecamp from Claire to 
confirm that basketball will be the focus and main part of our 
project for our community partner. After we got confirmation 
we started to finalise our benchmarking process so we can 
show to our community partner in the next meeting.
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BENCH
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BENCH
MARKING

For our benchmarking process the team each selected two 
different organizations similar to the NI sports forum and used 
our benchmarking process to see what they did differently to 
the others.

I decided to pick “England Boxing” and “The Open Golf”, 
Sarah.M picked “NI Football League” and “Irish Rugby” 
and Sarah.G picked “Cycling Ireland” and “Ulster GAA”. 
Comparing these organizations will help us identify what we 
need to do differently for NI Sports Forum so they can get the 
exposure they need.
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BENCH
MARKING

BENCH

This is the first half of our benchmarking table with the 
categories editing, filming, audio formats and asscessability 
and this is what we came up with between the selected 
organizations.
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MARKING
BENCH

MARKING

This is the second half of the benchmarking table but this 
time as you can we have included two basketball clubs and 
also Basketball NI. This gives us a much clearer picture what 
elements both clubs and basketball NI were missing compared 
to the other organizations.
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BRIEF

After our first meeting with our community partner and the 
confirmation of the sport we were doing (basketball) we 
started thinking about the brief and how we were going to 
create it for the community partner. We have to do a brief 
because it clearly shows the community partner how we are 
going to create the content they need and a detailed plan.

CREATING THE BRIEF

We held a small meeting with just the team on how we are going 
do the brief and what way to split it between us. As you can see 
with the notes from our meeting I picked to write about what the 
project is, timeframe and a small piece on about the team.
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BRIEF

CREATING THE BRIEF

As seen above on the notes we did for “creating the brief” I was 
in charge for the timeline for the project listing the deadlines for 
each element of the project
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FINAL BRIEF
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BRIE
EEDBACKF

After Sarah.G completed the design for the brief we uploaded 
it to basecamp for Adrian and Claire to view and give us 
feedback and what needs corrected. Only few changes were 
needed like the changing of few words etc. After these changes 
were made and signed off, Sarah.G sent the brief off to our 
community partners

Lauren from Basketball NI came back to us and was pleased 
with the outcome of the brief that was created for the project. 
Now the brief was completed it was then time to start thinking 
about the possible ideas for the pitch.
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PITCHIDEAS
To kickoff the thinking process for the pitch the team all agreed 
to do brand guidelines section for both the basketball clubs 
Antrim Jets and Newry Fliers. We kept this simple as we didn’t 
want to change too much of thier brand on both the clubs
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PITCHIDEAS
After the brand guidelines was finished the team and I had a 
meeting to come up with a plan and ideas to show for our pitch 
to the community partner.

1.

2.

3.
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IDEAS PITCHIDEAS

As mentioned in the pitch creation notes I took the approach of 
following each of the club colours into some of the social media 
templates. There was a few graphic concepts I came up with 
for the social media templates these were player of the month 
graphic, fixtures and the final score.

For the video pitch storyboards on the group meeting notes 
its not the correct pitch as it was changed. For Newry Fliers 
I wanted to do womens basketball training narritive, this is 
because the community partner wanted us to promote the 
women’s all ages teams in order to get more players in.

For Antrim Jets I wanted to focus on the training side for the kids 
as our community partner requested if we could increase the 
exposure on that specfic area so they can get all ages children 
involved within the club. I also wanted to add some footage of 
the senior team playing a league game.

1.

2.

3.
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PITCHINFLUENCES
I researched different styles of social media posts regarding 
basketball. These are some of the posts I found which influnced 
me on my final social media template for the pitch. These are 
few of the examples I liked the style of and based my design 
ideas off it.
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INFLUENCES FINALDESIGNS
For the final Newry fliers social media templates these are the 
designs I went for to include in my pitch.

With these three designs I kept 
it simple since the community 
partner will be using these 
designs on the clubs socials. I 
also kept to Newry Flier brand 
colours as well.
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FINALDESIGNS
For the final Antrim Jets social media templates these are the 
designs I went for to include in the final pitch.

With these designs I went for 
a more “sporty” look and also 
kept the brand colours as well 
when it came it designing it. 
Favourite one has to me the 
“MOTM” concept as I think 
it would suit the Jets socials 
pages as they have similars 
designs.

NEWRY FLIERS
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DESIGNS FINALDESIGNS

For Newry Fliers video storyboard I did a detailed storyboard 
which links in with the campaign of promoting the women’s 
basketball team.

The main idea for this video is as mentioned above is to promote 
the women’s team so I wanted to make a narrative that makes 
the womens team look strong but also mention a free trail class 
of some sort to catch the attention of potential new players.

NEWRY FLIERS
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FINALDESIGNS
ANTRIM JETS
For Antrim Jets video storyboard I did a detailed storyboard 
which links in with the campaign of promoting the kids/youth 
side of the basketball team

The idea for this storyboard was to promote the kids/youth 
training programmes they have to offer with shots of them 
training and also adding b-roll footage of the senior team 
playing a league match.
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DESIGNS PITCHFEEDBACK
Our pitch was online using teams but before we had the pitch 
the team and I put all our pitches into one unified document so 
it would be alot easier to present it to the coummunity partner 
during the pitch. I was nervous before the pitch as talking infront 
of others has always been a nervous thing for me to do but to 
overcome it I went over the pitch mulitiple times so I knew what 
to say when it came to it. We also came up with a order to do it 
so it was Sarah.M first, Sarah.G second and me last.

I think the pitch went really well and above is the response 
we got from Lauren from basketball NI. Most of Sarah.M and 
Sarah.G ideas were picked overall. Lauren liked Sarah.M 
slogans, fliers social media templates and also the fliers 
video idea. So Sarah.M ideas were more suited for Newry 
Fliers. Lauren also liked Sarah.G Jets media templates and 
also the video ideas so Sarah.G ideas were more suited to 
Antrim Jets and this was the plan then to go into production.
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FILMING
After the pitch amendents were finalised and Lauren was happy 
with the Final Pitch she came back to us and give us all the 
dates for filming with the clubs.

After getting this email from Lauren we encountered some 
probelms like Newry Fliers needing a weeks notices which 
messed up our timeline to reach final production and the times 
for Junior training not fully being confirmed. 
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FILMING

After couple day we went past and we still were yet to hear 
from them about a confirmed time for the juniors training. 
After discussing it with the team and thinking of what to do we 
noticed they were pretty active on thier facebook social page 
so Sarah.G wrote up a message to the jets directly and we got a 
confirmation time sorted.

ANTRIM JETS ANTRIM JETS
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FILMING

ANTRIM JETS

Our first filiming session with them was on November 27th and it 
went very well we got there and set up before the juniors arrived 
and had a small meeting on what exactly we needed capture. 
We followed the storyboard Sarah.G made for the final pitch 
and went along with it. I was taking photos and b-roll footage 
as well. Sarah.M was using the AC90 camera to record the main 
footage we needed and Sarah.G had camera with a much 
bigger lens to capture the action shots during the junior training.
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FILMING

ANTRIM JETS

We had planned previously with one of the coaches during the 
junior training to go down to one of the thier league games the 
next day to capture some actual game footage of the seniors 
playing. The game was in the Crumlin leisure centre at 7.30pm, 
we arrived got set up and get one of the coaches to do an 
audio recording based on his experiences within the club. We 
did this audio recording because we wanted a coach talking 
about the club and what it offers for juniors etc, as background 
audio for the jets video.

NEWRY FLIERS
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FILMING

NEWRY FLIERS
Newry Fliers was a bit more tricker for a date to be sorted that 
would suit the team and themselves we orginally decided to do 
filming on the 2nd December to capture some game footage 
but this got cancelled at the last minute so we couldnt get any 
game footage for them. 

Sarah.G then sent out a message to their facebook social page 
asking if it would be possible for us to film on the Monday (4th 
December). This session on Monday was a training session for the 
senior ladies and overall it went well. Only issue was that we were 
not able to follow the storyboard that well since there was alot of 
changes made like not being able to get actual league game 
footage etc. Sarah.G also went to a juniors girls training on the 
9th December to get more footage and photos.
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EDITING FOOTAGE
After we finished collecthing footage and all the photos it was 
then time to move onto the second stage of production which 
was editing it all together. Before we decided for who to do 
what we had a small meeting to discuss who to take on some of 
the tasks.

After we decided who’s taking on the roles we made a to-do 
list on basecamp as shown above. I was in charge of editing 
the Newry Fliers footage. Before I got started into editing the 
footage I was abit overwhelmed as we wren’t able to follow the 
storyboard completey as we were unable to get some certain 
footage.
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EDITING FOOTAGE

We mentioned this to Claire and Adrian during class time and 
they understood and told us to edit whatever we got and send it 
over to community partner as soon I was finished editing it.

The editing process went smooth as I didn’t run into any issues 
during the editing stage. I put in all the clips that I thought were 
good for final outcome and I was pleased on how the video 
turned out in the end. I didn’t add in any music because I 
wanted to send it out to the community partner and see what 
they thought of the first draft.
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FINAL 
HANDOVER

When me and Sarah.M were finished editing we then sent it over 
to Sarah.G to add the motion graphic she created at the end 
of the videos to close it all off together. Sarah.G then gathered 
everything and attached to an email which was then sent to 
our community partner for feedback to see if any final changes 
were needed.

This was the feedback we got from Lauren and Marc. To be 
completey honest this threw us off as we didn’t expect this many 
corrections and there was a few we could nothing about as it 
was too late to go refilm. But after we read the feedback we 
got cracking on with the corrections to make it in time for final 
handover

FINAL 
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HANDOVER
FINAL 

HANDOVER
The corrections I had to do didn’t involve any big changes, 
it was changes like audio needing adjusting and to add the 
Basketball NI logo in the video. I ended up doing a watermark 
on the logo and placed it bottom right corner and its in place 
during the entirety of video. After all the corrections were made 
we were ready for our final handover to the community partner.

Few days went past and we finally got an email back from 
Lauren saying they were happy with corrections made and was 
delighted with the final production we sent her.
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PROJECT
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

The entire duration of the semster, our team was introduced to 
basecamp which was good application to use to oversee the 
whole project. Using Basecamp proved crucial to us as it offered 
many features like the management of files, to-do lists and 
effective communitation. Using Basecamp also updated Adrian 
and Claire where we exactly were during project social and also 
meant a way to establish communication with the team.

The team also had a Whatsapp groupchat just to have another 
way of communicating within ourselves, but we mainly used 
Basecamp as our form of communcation.

To track how much time we were spending doing the project 
we used the app called “Clockify”. Using this app was helpful 
because it give me an insight on how much time I was spending 
during whole project. It was also helpful to see how much time I 
was spending on individual tasks.
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REFLECTION 

Taking part in Project Social was a valuable experience for 
me. Doing a year in placement made me confident before 
we properly started getting into project social. The experience 
getting hands- on involvement in team setting, working with 
a real client and also addressing a real-time project was an 
experience. 

I think myself and both Sarah’s worked really well as a team, 
we each brought in different skillsets that we learned from 
placement or years before and applied to this project we had 
the opportunity of doing. There was no lack of communication 
between us as we were very quick with responses and also 
shared our opinons on certain elements within the project. 
With these skills we were able to develop two social media 
campaigns for our community partner which I think turned out 
well!

I also feel that there was alot of applying of knowledge from 
previous years when it came to creating the pitch, editing 
footage, brief and more. I have used the skills I gained from 
placement year and also previous years studying Interactive 
Media. I was able to use the adobe suite smoothly since I 
have used it from previous years from study Interactive Media 
especially Premier Pro!
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REFLECTION 

In general the project social journey has been 
quite fulfilling, and I am genuinely pleased with the 
results of the final outcome. Working on a live brief 
with the community partner was quite particularly 
exciting at times also I really appreciated the 
effectiveness within our group. This experience 
allowed me to show the skills I have gained from 
going on placement, my organizational and time 
management skills has improved  as well. Project 
Social gave me a small glimpse into what it could 
be in the real work post graduation. I believe each 
team member played a significant role in this 
project, contributing rqually to product the optimal 
devliverables!
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